S1 Mechanism of the resistive switching device.
Commonly, the resistive switching phenomenon in metal-oxide materials is due to formation and rupture of conductive filament (CF) which is constructed by oxygen vacancies (V O ). So the switching characteristics of metal-oxide based resistive switching devices are strongly correlated with generation and recombination of V O in the switching layer [1] . The physical origin of resistive switching phenomenon is schematically illustrated in Fig.S1 . In the SET process, under the electrical field from inert electrode (IE) to active electrode (AE) the oxygen ion (O 2- ) is generated and drift to the AE left VO in the oxide layer. This process will cause the formation of a CF connecting AE and IE, which results in the cell switching to the low resistance state (LRS). For the RESET process, the AE acts as O 2-reservoir, when apply a field from AE to IE, a part of Vo in oxide layer will be positive charged due to electron deplete effect, and the O 2-will be drifted from AE to switching layer and the recombine with positive charged V O . then the CF will rupture and the resistive switching device will be switched to the high resistance state (HRS). Normally The electron transport is always metallic-like when V O concentration is high, but in low current resistive switching device it is dominated by electron hopping among the disperse V O .
Additionally, the thermal effect caused by high current density in filament play an important role in Vo generation and recombination. 
S2 Simulated oxygen vacancy distribution during resistive switching process
To investigate the microscopic mechanism of CF generation and rapture process in resistive switching metal, which is important in its synaptic response to voltage pulse stimulate. we develop a stochastic method to simulate the oxygen vacancies distribution during this microscopic process [2] . is corresponding to the whole filament disconnecting firstly at the TE then extending towards the interior gradually. The endurance and retention characteristics of the nano-pillar transistor controlled resistive switching cell are shown in Fig.S3 [3] . The good reliability and low current switching of the cell is benefits its high density integration which is critical for the synaptic device in neuromorphic system. 
S4 Synaptic response of the 1T1R cell under negative voltage pulse stimulate
The bipolar synaptic behavior of the synaptic devices is important for realizing some complex functions in electrical neuromorphic systems. Besides the gate controlled synaptic behavior of the 1T1R cell under positive voltage pulse stimulation, the cell also shows good synaptic response to negative voltage pulse stimulation, as illustrated in Fig.S4 . 
S5 Characteristics of the gate-all-around nano-pillar transistor
The feature-size scaling down in semiconductor technology has continued for nearly 50 years and face great challenge now. As a result, the gate-all-around structure is developed to enhance gate electrostatic control of channel potential and Fig. S5 is schematic view of a gate-all-around (GAA) nano-pillar transistor. A GAA Si nano-pillar transistor with 8 nm channel length and 31.4nm channel width (radius of Si nano-pillar is 5nm) is demonstrated [4] . In the GAA nano-pillar transistor, record-high drive currents density of 3740 μA/μm good sub-threshold slope of 75mV/Dec and large I on /I off > 10 7 is attain. Figure.S6 Schematic view of using this 1T1R to realize a "winner-take-all" system architecture. At first all of the synapse connect pre-neuron and post-neuron is at same states that the gate voltage which controlling the pulse response of ReRAM. Then when a winner neuron fire, the 1T1R synapses connect to this neuron will be given a positive gate voltage to strengthen their connection. But other synapses connect to post-neurons will be given a negative gate voltage to inhibit them.
